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Signal Transition Significance

- \( \text{xxx\_DONE} = \text{xxx\_DONE}[1] \& \text{xxx\_DONE}[2] \& \ldots \) (active hi)
- \( \text{xxx\_DONEn} = \text{xxx\_DONEn}[1] \# \text{xxx\_DONEn}[2] \# \ldots \) (active lo)
- \( \text{xxx\_DONE} 0 \rightarrow 1 \) all BC’s done with PUT/GET
- \( \text{xxx\_DONEn} 1 \rightarrow 0 \) 1st BC done with PUT/GET
- \( \text{xxx\_DONEn} 0 \rightarrow 1 \) all BC’s received PUT/GET\_END